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Supplementary text
Potential sources of false positives in the scan for positive selection Phylogenetic, tests, of, positive, selection, in, proteinHcoding, genes, usually, contrast, substitution, rates, at, nonHsynonymous, sites, to, substitution, rates, at, synonymous,sites,,taken,as,a,proxy,to,neutral,rates,of,evolution.,However,a,number, of, species, are, known, to, experience, selective, constraints, at, synonymous, sites,, potentially, leading, to, false, positives, (Yang,, dos, Reis, 2011 )., For, example, in, most, species, of, the, Drosophila, phylogeny,, synonymous, codons, are, optimized, for, better, protein,translation,(Drosophila,12,Genomes,Consortium,2007 ., In,our,dataset,,nine, out,of,the,twelve,species,studied,(the,seven,ants,,Tribolium,castaneum) and,Nasonia) vitripennis), display,low,codon,usage,bias,with,synonymous,sites,likely,to,behave,as, neutral,sites,(Simola,et,al.,2013).,For,all,branches,tested,deeper,in,the,phylogenetic, tree, (in, red, in, Figure, 1 ),, the, most, parsimonious, scenario, is, that, they, did, not, experience,constraints,at,synonymous,sites,either., Schneider,et)al.,postulated,that,higher,rate,of,detection,on,long,branches,of, phylogenetic, trees, (Table, 2), might, be, due, to, saturation, of, dS,, leading, to, overestimation,of,dN/dS,(Schneider,et,al.,2009 ).,Previous,work,has,shown,that,the, branchHsite, test, should, not, suffer, seriously, from, this, problem, if, the, number, of, species, used, is, large, enough, and, the, phylogenetic, depth, reasonable, (Studer,, RobinsonHRechavi, 2009 , Fletcher,, Yang, 2010; , Yang,, dos, Reis, 2011 )., These, conditions, are, met, in, our, dataset,, so, dS, saturation, should, not, be, an, important, concern, in, our, study., , Simulations, also, showed, that, increasing, branch, lengths, indeed,does,lead,to,saturation,of,dS,but,also,decreases,the,power,of,the,test,,making, it, unlikely, to, result, in, false, positives, (Gharib,, RobinsonHRechavi, 2013 ., When, we, applied, a, stringent, filtering, on, our, results, , and, did, not, consider, all, tests, where, dS, on, the, foreground, branch, was, higher, than, 1, , the, percentage, of, families, with, significant, signal, for, an, episode, of, positive, selection, dropped, to, 24%, (1, 034, families), , indicating, that, the, majority, of, the, positives, cannot, be, caused, by, saturation, of, dS., The, drop, was, less, severe, when, only, ant, branches, were, considered, (from, 20%, to, 15%; , 620, families), , indicating, that, dS, saturation, is, more, likely, to, affect, the, longest, branches, of, our, phylogeny, (branch, #8, leading, to, hymenoptera, and, branch, #7, leading, to, ants, and, bees) ,than,the,branches,of,the,ant,lineage., Another, source, of, false, positives, could, be, sequencing, and, assembly, errors, (Mallick, et, al., 2009; , Schneider, et, al., 2009 )., These, are, particularly, critical, with, second, generation, sequencing, technologies, used, for, most, genomes, of, our, dataset., However,,these,errors,should,not,be,shared,between,multiple,species,,so,they,are, only,expected,to,affect,the,results,of,tests,on,terminal,branches,of,the,tree.,Among, the,two,technologies,used,to,sequence,the,7,ant,genomes,,Roche,454,was,shown,to, yield,a,higher,rate,of,sequencing,errors,than,Illumina,(Luo,et,al.,2012 , KruskalHWallis, test,, p, =, 0.32) ., When, only,internal,branches,of,the,phylogeny,were,considered,,1,481,families,(35%),still, displayed,a,significant,signal,for,an,episode,of,positive,selection,in,any,of,the,tested, branches,, and, 267, families, (6.3%), were, significant, on, at, least, one, the, 6, internal, branches,of,the,ant,lineage, (197,of,them,-,74%,-,exclusively,on,these,branches) ., Finally,, some, studies, have, warned, about, the, possibility, that, GCHbiased, gene, conversion,, a, neutral, process, affecting, genomes, in, very, similar, ways, to, positive, selection,,could,lead,to,erroneous,significance,of,the,positive,selection,tests,(Duret,, Galtier,2009; ,Ratnakumar,et,al.,2010) ., We, have, analyzed, the, G+C, content, at, third, codon, positions, (GC3, , more, likely, than, first, and, second, positions, to, reflect, the, action, of, neutral, processes), of, ant, genes, in, families, that, had, at, least, one, branch, significant, in, the, ant, lineage, (FDR, <=, 0.1) ., We, compared, it, to, the, GC3, of, genes, in, families, which, had, a, FDR, of, 1, in, all, ant, branches, , and, are, thus, not, likely, to, include, false, negatives., The, distribution, of, GC3, was, not, statistically, different, between, the, two, groups, (KolmogorovHSmirnov, test, , p=0.27) ., We, then, calculated, the, variation, in, G+C, content, at, third, codon, positions, (ΔGC3), along, each, branch, of, the, families, analyzed, (see, Materials, and, Methods) ., If, GCHbiased, gene, conversion, was, affecting, the, results, of, the, branchHsite, test, , we, would, expect, a, significant, positive, association, between, the, score, of, the, branchHsite, test, and, sudden, shifts, in, G+C, content, at, third, codon, positions., But, the, correlation, was, very, small, and, negative, , between, ΔGC3, and, the, score, of, the, branchHsite, test, (ΔlnL) ,across,all,branches,of,the, families, tested, (Spearman, correlation, r=H0.045,, p<10 H15 )., If, only, branches, which, were, significant, at, FDR=20%, were, considered, , the, correlation, was, much, weaker, (r=H0.0011, , p=0.95) ., These, result, are, consistent, with, a, previous, observation, that, ΔGC3,explained,a,negligible,amount,of,variation,in,the,results,of,the,branchHsite,test, in, vertebrate, gene, families, (Studer, et, al., 2008) ., Thus,, we, are, confident, that, the, results,from,the,branchHsite,test,in,ants,are,not,strongly,affected,by,potential,false, positives,due,to,GCHbiased,gene,conversion., 
Validation with the site test of Codeml
To, investigate, how, positive, selection, contributed, to, the, evolution, of, large, gene, families,, we, applied, the, site, test, of, Codeml, on, a, more, extensive, dataset, (not, limited,to,singleHcopy,orthologs,,see,Materials,and,Methods) (Yang,et,al.,2000) .,Not, surprisingly,,this,yielded,a,much,lower,proportion,of,positives,(11,families,at,10%, FDR;, Table, 1, and, S19),, because, the, site, test, detects, families, that, experienced, recurrent, positive, selection, on, the, same, sites, on, many, branches, of, a, phylogeny., This,compares,with,only,22,singleHortholog,gene,families,with,significant,signal,for, positive, selection, with, the, branchHsite, test, in, at, least, 4, different, branches, of, their, phylogenetic, tree., Across, gene, families,, there, was, a, small, but, highly, significant, correlation, between, the, site, test, scores, (logHlikelihood, ratio), and, the, branchHsite, test, scores, (mean, of, transformed, logHlikelihood, ratio,, see, Materials, and, Methods;, Spearman,correlation,ρ=0.13,,p<10 H15 )., Finally,, the, gene, set, enrichment, test, applied, on, results, of, the, site, test, confirmed, the, patterns, observed, with, the, branchHsite, test, results,, notably, an, enrichment, of, positive, selection, on, mitochondrial, functions, (Table, S13 )., Interestingly,there,was,also,a,significant,enrichment,for,functions,related,to,amino, acid, transport,, heme, binding, and, detection, of, light, stimulus, involved, in, visual, perception.,
Influence of false positives on the gene set enrichment approach
The, gene, set, enrichment, test, based, on, results, of, the, positive, selection, test, was, designed, to, attenuate, the, influence, of, potential, false, positives, (see, Materials, and, Methods)., We, considered, for, each, family, a, score, reflecting, how, consistently, positive, selection, was, experienced, on, the, different, branches, of, the, ant, phylogeny, (Table, 3 )., The, influence, of, false, positives,, which, are, not, likely, to, be, detected, on, different, branches, of, a, same, gene, family,, should, be, reduced., In, addition,, the, gene, set, enrichment, approach, reduces, the, contribution, of, individual, genes, and, rather, favors, functional, categories, including, many, good, scoring, genes., We, observed, that, most, of, the, top, significant, GO, categories, displayed, a, global, shift, towards, large, scores, at, the, positive, selection, test,, and, were, not, called, significant, because, of, a, single,gene,with,an,extreme,high,score, (Figure,S7) .,, Different, postHfiltering, steps, of, the, data, indicated, that, the, functional, enrichment, patterns, were, not, driven, by, methodological, biases, or, false, positives.,
The,results,of,the,enrichment,test,were,similarly,consistent,after,filtering,out,i),all, foreground,terminal,branches,("leaves";,Table,S20);,ii),all,branches,which,displayed, a,dS,greater,than,1, (Table,S21 );,iii),all,positives,where,the,identification,of,positively, selected, residues, in, protein, alignments, failed, (Table, S22 );, iv), all, branches, where, the,alternative,or,the,fixed,model,displayed,convergence,issues, (Table,S23 );,and,v), all,branches,where,the,increase,in,G+C,content,at,third,codon,positions,was,higher, than, 10%, (Table, S24 )., They, were, also, consistent, when, the, enrichment, test, was, based, on, results, from, the, dataset, reprocessed, with, a, different, aligner, (PAGAN), (Loytynoja,, Vilella,, Goldman, 2012) , and, a, different, filtering, method, (GUIDANCE) (Penn, et, al., 2010; , Privman,, Penn,, Pupko, 2012) (Table, S25 ),, or, subjected,to,a,different,test,for,positive,selection,,the,site,test,(see,above).,Thus,the, functional,insights,from,our,scan,for,positive,selection,seemed,quite,robust., Overall,, our, methodological, choices, may, hamper, the, detection, of, a, significant,portion,of,positive,selection,events,(e.g.,,speciesHspecific,events),,but,we, feel, that, such, high, standard, quality, control, steps, should, be, applied, systematically, previous,to,largeHscale,scans,for,positive,selection,as,they,greatly,reduce,the,rate,of, false,positives,,which,is,otherwise,a,major,concern,(MarkovaHRaina,,Petrov,2011).,
The, benefit, of, alignment, filtering, has, been, estimated, to, exceed, the, loss, of, power, due,to,the,removal,of,some,of,the,true,positively,selected,sites,,based,on,simulations, (Jordan,, Goldman, 2012; , Privman,, Penn,, Pupko, 2012) ., Even, after, multiple, quality, checks,, false, positives, may, not, be, totally, eliminated,, which, is, why, we, favored, a, postHprocessing, of, the, results, that, should, not, be, very, sensitive, to, the, influence, of, such,false,positives.,
Gene set enrichment test with KEGG pathways
To, verify, that, the, results, of, the, gene, set, enrichment, results, were, not, strongly, dependent, on, the, annotation, of, Gene, Ontology, categories,, we, performed, another, enrichment, test, based, on, the, annotation, of, KEGG, pathways, for, D.) melanogaster, genes, (Table,S26 ).,There,was,a,significant,enrichment,for,positively,selected,genes, among,genes,annotated,with,the,general,term,"metabolic,pathways".,In,particular,, fatty, acid,, aminoHacid,, nucleotide,, sugar,, and, the, oxidative, phosphorylation, metabolic, pathways, were, enriched., These, results, are, consistent, with, the, enrichment, of, Gene, Ontology, categories, related, to, proteolysis,, metabolism, and, mitochondrial, activity, (Table, 3,, Table, S6,, Table, S25 )., In, addition, there, was, a, significant, enrichment, for, pathways, related, to, translation, ("ribosome", and, "ribosome,biogenesis,in,eukaryotes"),which,were,also,previously,observed,with,the, Gene,Ontology.,Only,the,enrichment,for,the,"RNA,polymerase",pathway,,composed, of, the, constituents, of, the, RNA, polymerase, complex,, was, not, previously, reported, with,the,test,based,on,Gene,Ontology,,but,was,in,fact,very,close,to,the,significance, cutoff,(e.g.,,FDR=22%,for,GO,category,"RNA,polymerase,activity";, Table,S6 ).,
Characterization of functional biases in the datasets
Gene,families,were,filtered,based,on,their,topology,and,on,the,quality,of,their, sequences, (Materials, and, Methods)., We, sought, to, characterize, the, biases, of, the, subsets,of,gene,families,used,in,this,study,compared,to,all,annotated,gene,families, available, for, the, set, of, species, analyzed., The, singleHcopy, orthologs, dataset, in, ants, shows,an,enrichment,of,genes,linked,to,translation,and,GTPase,activity,,while,genes, with, receptor, (e.g.,, neuropeptide,, ionotropic, glutamate,, olfactory) ,, catalytic, (e.g.,, oxidoreductase,, lipase,, transaminase,, peptidase),, binding, (e.g.,, vitamin,, metal, ion,, DNA), or, structural, molecule, (e.g.,, structural, constituent, of, chitinHbased, cuticle), activity,are,depleted, (Table,S8 )., Some,of,the,latter,are,of,particular,interest,to,ant, biology,but,their,depletion,leads,to,a,decreased,power,to,analyze,functional,biases, among,positively,selected,genes.,, The, extensive, dataset,, including, gene, families, that, experienced, gene, duplication,,gathered,all,OrthoDB,gene,families,that,passed,our,basic,quality,filters., But, essentially, the, same, functional, categories, were, depleted,, with, the, addition, of, taste, receptor, activity,, defense, response, and, spermatid, nucleus, differentiation, (Table,S10 )., These,functional,categories,probably,gather,genes,whose,annotation,is, still, incomplete, in, the, analyzed, genomes, and, require, manual, annotation., The, functional, categories, that, gained, representation, in, this, dataset, are, linked, to, transcriptional, regulation: , DNA, binding,, transcription, factor, (e.g.,, general, RNA, polymerase, II, transcription, factor, activity, is, enriched), and, RNA, binding, proteins, involved,in,mRNA,splicing., Of,note,,there,were,substantial,differences,with,the,functional,biases,found,in, datasets, of, singleHcopy, orthologs, from, the, 12, Drosophila) species, (Drosophila, 12, Genomes, Consortium, 2007) , or, from, 10, bee, species, (Woodard, et, al., 2011) ,, that, were, processed, through, the, same, quality, filtering, pipeline, (Table, S7 , and, S11;, Materials, and, Methods)., The, Drosophila) dataset, was, enriched, in, odorant, and, pheromone, binding, and, in, genes, involved, in, mitochondrial, processes, (e.g.,, NADH, dehydrogenase, and, oxidoreductase, activity,, oxidationHreduction, process,, mitochondrial, electron, transport,, mitochondrial, DNA, replication),, while, it, was, depleted, in, genes, involved, in, chromatin, organization,, reproduction,, brain, development, and, morphogenesis, (eye,, wing) ., The, bee, dataset, was, enriched, in, protein, folding, activity,, regulation, of, splicing, and, translation,, and, mitochondrial, processes,as,well.,Quite,similar,to,ants,,it,was,depleted,in,receptor,activity,(odorant,, neurotransmitter,, neuropeptide, steroid, hormone, and, ionotropic, glutamate),, but, also,in,immune,functions,,transcription,factor,activity,and,morphogenesis,(embryo,, wing,,leg,,nervous,system,,tracheal,system,,ventral,cord,,midgut) .,
Comparison with other lineages
We, compared, our, ant, genomes, dataset, with, the, largest, lineageHspecific, genomic,datasets,available,for,other,insect,groups.,The,first,dataset,gathers,twelve, genomes, of, Drosophila, species, (Diptera) (Drosophila, 12, Genomes, Consortium, 2007) ., The, second, dataset, gathers, gene, models, reconstructed, from, expressed, sequence,tags,(ESTs),from,nine,bee,species,and,the,genome,of,the,honey,bee,Apis) mellifera, (Woodard,et,al.,2011).,This,dataset,is,of,particular,interest,because,species, of,the,bee,lineage,acquired,sociality,several,times,independently.,Although,positive, selection, scans, were, previously, performed, for, these, datasets,, the, differences, in, methodology, hinder, direct, comparisons, with, our, results., For, example, the, fly, dataset,was,analyzed,with,the,site,test,of,Codeml,and,the,bee,dataset,was,analyzed, with,the,branch,test,of,Codeml.,Thus,we,applied,the,exact,same,alignment,filtering, methodology,to,these,data,as,to,the,ant,data,,the,same,branchHsite,positive,selection, test,,and,the,same,gene,set,enrichment,test,on,Gene,Ontology,functional,categories, on,these,two,datasets.,Differences,in,topology,of,the,phylogenetic,tree,of,the,species, cannot,be,directly,controlled,for,and,can,be,responsible,for,differences,in,power,of, the,positive,selection,test.,Similarly,,difference,in,selective,pressure,at,synonymous, sites, and, mutational, biases, may, vary, between, lineages., Yet,, the, common, methodological, framework, maximizes, chances, that, differences, in, the, results, from, these,scans,can,be,attributed,to,biological,differences,with,ants., In, the, twelve, Drosophila, dataset,, at, FDR, 10%,, 1,365, gene, families, out, of, 3,749, (36%), displayed, some, significant, signal, of, positive, selection, in, at, least, one, branch,of,the,tree,,with,a,maximum,of,9.5%,positives,in,the,branch,leading,to,the, Subgenus,Sophophora,,and,a,minimum,of,0.30%,in,the,branch,leading,to,D.)yakuba) and,D.)erecta, (Table,S3 ).,In,the,bee,dataset,,461,gene,families,out,of,2,256,displayed, episodes, of, positive, selection, (20%),, with, a, maximum, of, 5.8%, positives, in, the, branch,leading,to,Euglossa)cordata,,and,a,minimum,of,0.31%,in,the,branch,leading, to, Apis) mellifera, (Table, S2 )., Reassuringly,, the, numbers, of, positives, were, on, the, same,orders,of,magnitude,in,the,ant,,fly,and,bee,datasets,., For,the,gene,set,enrichment,test,,similarly,to,ants,,we,considered,test,scores, on, all, branches, of, the, lineage., The, long, basal, branches, leading, to, Megachile) rotundata,and,Exoneura)robusta,where,excluded,from,the,bee,dataset.,In,flies,,there, was, an, enrichment, of, positive, selection, for, functions, related, to, chitin, binding,, metabolism,,immune,response,,proteolysis,,receptor,activity,(e.g.,,olfactory,receptor, activity),, response, to, stimulus,, localization, in, the, cell,, meiosis,, membrane,, nuclear, envelope,, extracellular, region,, chromosome, organization,, spermatogenesis,, regulation, of, cell, cycle,, negative, regulation, of, gene, expression, and, wing, disc, development, (Table,S4 )., MitochondriaHrelated, terms, were, largely, absent, , with, the, exception, of, oxidoreductase, activity, (but, not, ranked, on, top, of, the, list; , FDR, =, 9%) ., In, the,bee,lineage,,positively,selected,genes,belonged,to,functional,categories,such,as, GTPase, activity,, receptor, activity,, metabolism,, response, to, hormone, stimulus,, localization, in, the, cell, and, proteolysis, (Table, S5 )., There, was, no, significant, term, associated, to, mitochondria., This, is, not, due, to, a, power, issue, for, the, gene, set, enrichment,test,since,genes,with,mitochondrial,functions,appear,to,be,enriched,in, both, the, fly, and, bee, datasets, (Table, S7 , and, S11)., Aside, from, mitochondria,, and, more,particularly,in,the,bee,lineage,,the,functional,categories,identified,are,broadly, similar, to, results, in, ants., It, is, difficult, to, imagine, how, differences, in, species, tree, topology,and,substitutions,patterns,-,the,only,differences,that,could,have,an,impact, on,the,performance,of,the,branchHsite,test,between,the,three,scans,-,would,affect, exclusively,mitochondrial,functions., 
Examples of Codeml control files for the branch-site test
Alternative hypothesis seqfile = 15.phy * sequence data file name treefile = 15.01.nwk * tree structure file name outfile = 15.01.mlc * main result file name noisy = 9 * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen verbose = 1 * 1: detailed output, 0: concise output runmode = 0 * 0: user tree; 1: semi-automatic; 2: automatic * 3: StepwiseAddition; (4,5):PerturbationNNI; -2: pairwise seqtype = 1 * 1:codons; 2:AAs; 3:codons-->AAs CodonFreq = 2 * 0:1/61 each, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:codon table ndata = 1 * specifies the number of separate data sets in the file clock = 0 * 0: no clock, unrooted tree, 1: clock, rooted tree aaDist = 0 * 0:equal, +:geometric; -:linear, {1-5:G1974,Miyata,c,p,v} model = 2 * models for codons: * 0:one, 1:b, 2:2 or more dN/dS ratios for branches NSsites = 2 * 0:one w; 1:NearlyNeutral; 2:PositiveSelection; 3:discrete; * 4:freqs; 5:gamma;6:2gamma;7:beta;8:beta&w;9:beta&gamma;10:3normal icode = 0 * 0:standard genetic code; 1:mammalian mt; 2-10:see below Mgene = 0 * 0:rates, 1:separate; 2:pi, 3:kappa, 4:all fix_kappa = 0 * 1: kappa fixed, 0: kappa to be estimated kappa = 2 * initial or fixed kappa fix_omega = 0 * 1: omega or omega_1 fixed, 0: estimate omega = 1 * initial or fixed omega, for codons or codon-based AAs getSE = 0 * 0: don't want them, 1: want S.E.s of estimates RateAncestor = 0 * (0,1,2): rates (alpha>0) or ancestral states (1 or 2) Small_Diff = .5e-6 cleandata = 1 * remove sites with ambiguity data (1:yes, 0:no)? fix_blength = 0 * 0: ignore, -1: random, 1: initial, 2: fixed method = 0 * 0: simultaneous; 1: one branch at a time Null model seqfile = 15.phy * sequence data file name treefile = 15.01.nwk * tree structure file name outfile = 15.01.fx.mlc * main result file name noisy = 9 * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen verbose = 1 * 1: detailed output, 0: concise output runmode = 0 * 0: user tree; 1: semi-automatic; 2: automatic * 3: StepwiseAddition; (4,5):PerturbationNNI; -2: pairwise seqtype = 1 * 1:codons; 2:AAs; 3:codons-->AAs CodonFreq = 2 * 0:1/61 each, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:codon table ndata = 1 * specifies the number of separate data sets in the file clock = 0 * 0: no clock, unrooted tree, 1: clock, rooted tree aaDist = 0 * 0:equal, +:geometric; -:linear, {1-5:G1974,Miyata,c,p,v} model = 2 * models for codons: * 0:one, 1:b, 2:2 or more dN/dS ratios for branches NSsites = 2 * 0:one w; 1:NearlyNeutral; 2:PositiveSelection; 3:discrete; * 4:freqs; 5:gamma;6:2gamma;7:beta;8:beta&w;9:beta&gamma;10:3normal icode = 0 * 0:standard genetic code; 1:mammalian mt; 2-10:see below Mgene = 0 * 0:rates, 1:separate; 2:pi, 3:kappa, 4:all fix_kappa = 0 * 1: kappa fixed, 0: kappa to be estimated kappa = 2 * initial or fixed kappa fix_omega = 1 * 1: omega or omega_1 fixed, 0: estimate omega = 1 * initial or fixed omega, for codons or codon-based AAs getSE = 0 * 0: don't want them, 1: want S.E.s of estimates RateAncestor = 0 * (0,1,2): rates (alpha>0) or ancestral states (1 or 2) Small_Diff = .5e-6 cleandata = 1 * remove sites with ambiguity data (1:yes, 0:no)? fix_blength = 0 * 0: ignore, -1: random, 1: initial, 2: fixed method = 0 * 0: simultaneous; 1: one branch at a time
Examples of Codeml control files for the site test
Alternative hypothesis (M8) seqfile = cds.GUIDANCE.pagan.nnn.0.8.fa treefile = cds.GUIDANCE.pagan.nnn.0.8.raxml outfile = M8.out noisy = 9 * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen verbose = 2 * 0: concise; 1: detailed, 2: too much runmode = 0 * 0: user tree; 1: semi-automatic; 2: automatic * 3: StepwiseAddition; (4,5):PerturbationNNI; -2: pairwise seqtype = 1 * 1:codons; 2:AAs; 3:codons-->AAs CodonFreq = 2 * 0:1/61 each, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:codon table * ndata = 1 clock = 0 * 0:no clock, 1:clock; 2:local clock; 3:CombinedAnalysis aaDist = 0 * 0:equal, +:geometric; -:linear, 1-6:G1974,Miyata,c,p,v,a aaRatefile = /home/talpu/rubi/paml44/dat/wag.dat model = 0 * models for codons: * 0:one, 1:b, 2:2 or more dN/dS ratios for branches * models for AAs or codon-translated AAs: * 0:poisson, 1:proportional, 2:Empirical, 3:Empirical+F * 6:FromCodon, 7:AAClasses, 8:REVaa_0, 9:REVaa(nr=189) NSsites = 8 * 0:one w;1:neutral;2:selection; 3:discrete;4:freqs; * 5:gamma;6:2gamma;7:beta;8:beta&w;9:beta&gamma; * 10:beta&gamma+1; 11:beta&normal>1; 12:0&2normal>1; * 13:3normal>0 icode = 0 * 0:universal code; 1:mammalian mt; 2-10:see below Mgene = 0 * codon: 0:rates, 1:separate; 2:diff pi, 3:diff kapa, 4:all diff * AA: 0:rates, 1:separate fix_kappa = 0 * 1: kappa fixed, 0: kappa to be estimated kappa = 2 * initial or fixed kappa fix_omega = 0 * 1: omega or omega_1 fixed, 0: estimate omega = 1 * initial or fixed omega, for codons or codon-based AAs * fix_alpha = 1 * 0: estimate gamma shape parameter; 1: fix it at alpha * alpha = 0. * initial or fixed alpha, 0:infinity (constant rate) * Malpha = 0 * different alphas for genes ncatG = 8 * # of categories in dG of NSsites models getSE = 1 * 0: don't want them, 1: want S.E.s of estimates RateAncestor = 0 * (0,1,2): rates (alpha>0) or ancestral states (1 or 2) Small_Diff = .5e-6 cleandata = 0 * remove sites with ambiguity data (1:yes, 0:no)? fix_blength = 1 * 0: ignore, -1: random, 1: initial, 2: fixed method = 0 * Optimization method 0: simultaneous; 1: one branch a time Null model (M8a) seqfile = cds.GUIDANCE.pagan.nnn.0.8.fa treefile = cds.GUIDANCE.pagan.nnn.0.8.raxml outfile = M8a.out noisy = 9 * 0,1,2,3,9: how much rubbish on the screen verbose = 2 * 0: concise; 1: detailed, 2: too much runmode = 0 * 0: user tree; 1: semi-automatic; 2: automatic * 3: StepwiseAddition; (4,5):PerturbationNNI; -2: pairwise seqtype = 1 * 1:codons; 2:AAs; 3:codons-->AAs CodonFreq = 2 * 0:1/61 each, 1:F1X4, 2:F3X4, 3:codon table * ndata = 1 clock = 0 * 0:no clock, 1:clock; 2:local clock; 3:CombinedAnalysis aaDist = 0 * 0:equal, +:geometric; -:linear, 1-6:G1974,Miyata,c,p,v,a aaRatefile = /home/talpu/rubi/paml44/dat/wag.dat model = 0 * models for codons: * 0:one, 1:b, 2:2 or more dN/dS ratios for branches * models for AAs or codon-translated AAs: * 0:poisson, 1:proportional, 2:Empirical, 3:Empirical+F * 6:FromCodon, 7:AAClasses, 8:REVaa_0, 9:REVaa(nr=189) NSsites = 8 * 0:one w;1:neutral;2:selection; 3:discrete;4:freqs; * 5:gamma;6:2gamma;7:beta;8:beta&w;9:beta&gamma; * 10:beta&gamma+1; 11:beta&normal>1; 12:0&2normal>1; * 13:3normal>0 icode = 0 * 0:universal code; 1:mammalian mt; 2-10:see below Mgene = 0 * codon: 0:rates, 1:separate; 2:diff pi, 3:diff kapa, 4:all diff * AA: 0:rates, 1:separate fix_kappa = 0 * 1: kappa fixed, 0: kappa to be estimated kappa = 2 * initial or fixed kappa fix_omega = 1 * 1: omega or omega_1 fixed, 0: estimate omega = 1 * initial or fixed omega, for codons or codon-based AAs * fix_alpha = 1 * 0: estimate gamma shape parameter; 1: fix it at alpha * alpha = 0. * initial or fixed alpha, 0:infinity (constant rate) * Malpha = 0 * different alphas for genes ncatG = 8 * # of categories in dG of NSsites models getSE = 1 * 0: don't want them, 1: want S.E.s of estimates RateAncestor = 0 * (0,1,2): rates (alpha>0) or ancestral states (1 or 2) Small_Diff = .5e-6 cleandata = 0 * remove sites with ambiguity data (1:yes, 0:no)? fix_blength = 1 * 0: ignore, -1: random, 1: initial, 2: fixed method = 0 * Optimization method 0: simultaneous; 1: one branch a time Newick files for 16 olfactory receptors subtrees "#",characters,indicate,the,IDs,of,tested,branches,,as,reported,in, 
Figure S1
See)separate)file)Sup_Figure_1.pdf)
Positive, selection, in, the, olfactory, receptors, gene, family., This, tree, is, similar, to, Figure, 3,,with,Sequence,IDs,and,bootstrap,values,displayed.,
Figure S2
Density, plots, of, expression, levels, in, Solenopsis) invicta) of, 313, genes, with, mitochondrial, activity, in, queens, (blue),, males, (red), and, workers, (green),, at, the, pupal, stage, (top), and, the, adult, stage, (bottom)., Expression, was, obtained, from, previously, published, microarray, data, (Ometto, et, al., 2011) ., Paired, tHtest, indicated, that, the, expression, of, mitochondrial, genes, was, higher, in, workers, compared, to, queens, at, the, larval, stage, (p=2.6eH05),, and, not, significantly, different, at, the, adult, stage, (p=0.11)., The, expression, of, mitochondrial, genes, was, the, lowest, in, males, at, both,developmental,stages,(all,pHvalues,were,below,10 H6 )., 
Figure S3
Phylogeny, of, the, five, ant, species, and, the, four, outgroup, species, used, in, the, ant, mitochondrial, dataset., Branch, lengths, are, arbitrary., The, 11, different, branches, where, positive, selection, was, tested, are, labeled, and, highlighted, in, red., Legend, as 
Figure S4
Phylogeny,of,the,twelve,Drosophila,species,dataset.,Branch,lengths,are,arbitrary.,All, branches,were,tested,for,positive,selection,and,branch,labels,are,shown.,Legend,as, in, Figure,1 
Figure S5
Phylogeny,of,the,ten,bee,species,dataset.,Branch,lengths,are,arbitrary.,All,branches, were,tested,for,positive,selection,and,branch,labels,are,shown.,Legend,as,in, Figure,   1 
Figure S6
Density, plots, of, SUMSTAT, scores, of, random, gene, sets, calculated, on, 10,000, randomized,gene,sets,of,size,n=11, (minimum,set,size,used,in,our,study;,left) ,,n=25, (middle), and, n=100, (right), are, shown, in, black., The, distribution, of, these, scores, closely,approximates,a,normal,distribution,(shown,in,red),of,mean,equals,n,times, the,mean,score,of,all,genes,and,variance,equals,n,times,the,variance,of,scores,of,all, genes., ,, 
Figure S7
Distribution,of,scores,in,Gene,Ontology,functional,categories,enriched,for,positively, selected, genes., Density, plots, of, scores, of, genes, belonging, to, individual, GO, categories,are,plotted,in,red,and,are,compared,to,density,plots,of,scores,of,all,genes, analyzed,in,blue., 
